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La Dolfina outlasts
Las Monjitas in
Palermo
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Innovator Lord Louis Mountbatten’s polo legacy

H

e ‘invented technology.’
He was the first man to
… and also the first to …
oh, and also the first …”
wrote John Terraine,
who produced the landmark 1968 documentary on the life of Lord Louis
Mountbatten.
Terraine remembers the ever-loquacious Mountbatten holding court with
filmmakers. “‘The great thing about me
…’ he announced one night, after a long,
far-reaching conversation; there was a
breathless pause; we sat up, tense, alert,
impatient; Revelation was at hand. ‘The
really important thing about me is …
(unendurable tension) that I am the man
who cured lameness in horses.’”
Never one for modesty, they sighed.
He had.
The doctor who initiated the use of
faradic electro-stimulation meant for
humans to cure horses, initially got the
idea from Lord Mountbatten who insisted it be used on one of his lame polo
ponies.
Lord Louis Mountbatten was an innovator. There is the Mountbatten Station
Keeping Gear, among his many naval
innovations; a color called Mountbatten
Pink; the Mountbatten Brailler and the
Mountbatten Hovercraft.
He brought that same keen sense of
creativity to his favorite pastime, polo.
Who is Lord Mountbatten? One word
describes Mountbatten—iconoclast.
Aside from the man for whom Prince
William and Kate named their third
child, and the bit player in Netflix’s “The
Crown,” who brought Queen Elizabeth
and Prince Philip together, he was a war
hero, leader and statesman. He and wife
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Lord Mountbatten, July 7, 1933

Edwina were fixtures on the society
pages.
Born a Prince, Queen Victoria held
him in her arms. He shook hands with
Babe Ruth but also broke bread with
Ghandi. Noel Coward made a movie
about him, Charlie Chaplin made one
with him and Cole Porter wrote him into
a song. All were friends.
Grace Kelly kept a picture of him on
her nightstand.
Mountbatten, however, was a man of
substance to go along with his bon vivant
image. The Royal Navy officer earned the
title Earl Mountbatten of Burma in WWII
when he helped free South East Asia as
Supreme Commander. It was he who

accepted the Japanese surrender on
behalf of the British Empire. He served
as First Sea Lord, Admiral of the Fleet
and finally Head of the Joint Chiefs.
Mountbatten was the man to usher
Britain into the nuclear age.
It was as Head of Combined Operations, where he held commissions in the
Navy, Army and Air Force during World
War II that Lord Mountbatten established a culture of reform and innovation, the naissance of his military doctrine: technological modernization and
cooperation between forces.
Google Pykrete.
Geoffrey Pyke was one of the avantgarde minds he brought into Combined
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Above: Mahatma Gandhi enjoys afternoon tea with Lord Mountbatten in Delhi, India, 1947.
Below: Prince Charles and his Great Uncle Earl Louis Mountbatten discuss a common passion:
polo. The two were especially close and Prince Charles often confided in Mountbatten.

Ops to foster practical creativity. “Pyke
used to say although Mountbatten
believed he had selected him he was
wrong. It was the other way around, I
chose him because of the way he had
devised new tactics for playing polo,”
notes his Royal Society memoir.
Pyke had read Mountbatten’s book on
polo and was impressed by his hunger for
new ideas.
The synthesis is apropos. Of all his
accomplishments and endeavors, there
was nothing about which he was more
passionate than the Sport of Kings. As
did he in many other areas, Mountbatten
left an indelible mark on the game of
polo with his force of personality, will to
win and thirst for innovation.
It was among the pomp and splendor
of the Raj, surrounded by caravans of
bejeweled elephants, silk and diamonds
that Lord Mountbatten was first exposed
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Albert, Duke of York (later King George VI) awards the Duke of York Cup to his cousin and
captain of the victorious Navy team, Lord Louis Mountbatten, at Ranelagh in July, 1933.

to polo, while accompanying his cousin
David, the Prince of Wales on a Royal
World Tour. Then 21, he would play until
the age of 54.
There, Mountbatten said he “found
three loves, though on three very different planes.”—India, his wife Edwina …
and the game of polo.
The former Edward VIII later recalled,
“[Mountbatten’s] interest in the manifold
problems of India was confined to that
part of the country bounded by the white
boards of polo fields.” Ironically, Mountbatten became India’s Last Viceroy and is
credited with helping usher in their Independence.
“I’ve gone completely dippy about
polo, which in my opinion is the best
game in the world,” he wrote to his
cousin Bertie, who would succeed
Edward VIII as George VI when he abdicated.
Though passionate, success for the
eventual 5-handicap player did not come
easily. A natural he was not. He wasn’t a
particular deft horseman, and admittedly
did not have a good eye for ball games.
He had to plug away to be respectably
good, yet Mountbatten was hooked.
“I have really for the first time in my
life become keen about a game,” Mountbatten wrote to his mother after an early
match. “I’d sooner be good at polo than
anything.”
In his diary he recalls his first match:
“I spent the whole of the first chukker
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trying to learn my place in the field and
never really got near the ball … In the last
chukker, to my own immense surprise, I
actually hit the ball three or four times.”
From that point forward Mountbatten
was of a singular mind, to excel at polo.
As biographer Brian Huey observed,
“The pursuit of excellence was the guideline he followed throughout his life …
For him winning was all. He loved to
exhort his crews in the Royal Navy, his
polo teams, the soldiers under his command, his staff, to better efforts with the
words, ‘Remember, there are no prizes
for coming second.’”
He took an equestrian course with the
Royal Life Guards but sought to improve
his polo skills with nowhere to turn.
Mountbatten saw a void in then a predominantly amateur game of the gentry.

Mountbatten, second from left, and his team
win the King of Spain’s Cup at Malta.

There were no professionals to teach
him.
“When I once asked a famous international for advice on hitting,” Mountbatten remembered, “all he could say was:
‘My dear Dickie, strike quickly! Strike
like a snake!’ A fat lot of good that was!”
He took matters into his own hands.
In typical Mountbatten fashion he saw
a void and turned it into an opportunity.
He made a scientific study of the game of
polo, from top to bottom and practiced
with the dogged determination and
enthusiasm he brought to all pursuits.
“I made a point of studying the game.
I had slow-motion films made of English
and American internationals, to analyze
the shots … I used to practice hitting for
hours on end, to obtain length and accuracy … I worked out tactics with my team
on the billiard table … for the benefit of
people like myself, I wrote down all the
lessons I had learned in very simple language.”
The result was the first, and definitive
book on the fundamentals of polo. “An
Introduction to Polo,” whimsically written under the nom-de-plume “Marco,”
breaks down the game in scientific fashion for the beginning player. It teaches
every aspect of the game in detailed fashion, with step-by-step exactitude. First
published in 1931, it became a bestseller
and was published for 50 years in several
languages.
He also published the seminal book
on umpiring in 1934. The copyright and
proceeds went to the Royal Navel Polo
Association, which he helped to establish
in 1929.
“Polo is a marvelous game, because it
combines so many skills: riding, of
course, but you have to be particularly
good, because of positioning the pony;
then there is the thrill of hitting the ball
at full speed—and you can hit a very long
ball at polo,” recalled Mountbatten in
1968.
“But the greatest satisfaction is to play

Mountbatten’s book on polo fundamentals

Lt. Cdr. Lord Louis Mountbatten, second from right, with The Bluejackets team.
The team competed all over the world in the 1930s, twice winning the Ranelagh Cup.

in a really close-knit team.”
The RNPA Bluejackets competed all
over the world in the ‘30s, standing out at
bigtime tournaments like Hurlingham
and excelling in the inter-regimental
tournament against the long-established
Army team. Twice they won the Ranelagh
Cup.
When stationed at Malta, Mountbatten
was a fixture at the famed Marsa, where
he was also a patron. It was then he
passed on the game to Prince Philip, who
was stationed there with the Royal Navy
after he wed then Princess Elizabeth. He
also established an Adsdean team, which
often competed at Cowdray Park.
The man who received the sword of
surrender from Imperial Japan and was
awarded the Order of the Garter regarded his 110 polo Trophies among his
prized possessions.
Robert Neville, his teammate on the
Royal Navy Polo Team once recalled, “He
was the perfect captain, both on and off
the field ... He inspired his teammates ...
On the field he never got rattled or badtempered. And no matter how silly one
was he was always forgiving and encouraging ...”
Mountbatten was awarded a patent for
the RNPA head, an oval-shaped polo mallet, that enhanced one’s strike. In typical
Mountbatten fashion he describes its construction and virtues in detail, explaining
that the tapered head forms an axis in

the direction of the strike, providing a
truer hit “and a decided improvement in
trajectory at a ratio of 25 to 10.”
He also saw the need for a standardized set of rules for all polo-playing
nations. With that in mind he penned a
unified set of rules and organized a conference in 1939, only to have it interrupted by war. The ideas he codified on paper
would later become the Hurlingham Polo

Mountbatten’s patent for the
oval-shaped RNPA mallet head.

Rules and were likewise adopted as the
Argentine standard. The international
blue book was originally the brainchild
of Mountbatten.
Lord Mountbatten’s life was sadly
struck down by an IRA bomb in 1979,
but his polo heritage lives on. Guard’s
Polo Club, founded by Prince Philip,
established the Mountbatten Cup to honor his legacy.
“We founded the cup to recognize
[Lord Mountbatten’s] immense contribution to the sport,” said Guards spokesperson Diana Butler. “Although it is 40 years
since his death, Mountbatten continues
to influence the game [of polo].”
Lord Mountbatten passed down his
knowledge and passion fervor for polo
not only to Philip, a 5-handicap player,
but also to Prince Charles who called him
a surrogate grandfather. His greatnephew, George Mountbatten and his
wife Clare, the Marquis and Marchioness
of Milford-Haven, are also avid polo players, playing all over the world and winning multiple awards.
“We always feel proud that the Mountbatten name lives on today through the
sport,” said Lady Milford-Haven, who has
won tournaments all over the world since
1999. “Winning the Mountbatten Cup
was very special for me. Both my husband and I have won … on separate occasions. It’s an honor to continue his legacy. I wish I had met him. People ought to
remember Lord Mountbatten’s passion
and enthusiasm for the sport … ‘An Introduction to Polo’ …became the bible of
the sport for many years.”
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